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DAY 6

★ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science
or Social Studies and AHPLs.

★ You must have a total of 90 minutes doily consisting of
★ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
★ 30 minutes AHPLs

★ Circle the option you select each day

★ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been
completed

★ Online users will only return this signed cover page
★ Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science AHPL

Option A:
Read The Treasure

hiunt and answer
questions #1-10

3.RL.3.1

3.RL3.2

3.RL4

W.3.1.B

Optton A:
Complete Test Prep
questions #1-6 &
Rounding 1-16

3.NBT.1

3.NBT.2

Option A:
Complete how to
piece on lined
writing paper.

W.3.2

W.3.3

Option A:
Read the article

Extreme Animals

and answer the

questions.
3-LS3-1.

Option B:

Imagine Learning
Option B:
NTI Math

Successmaker

Option B:

No Option
Optton B:

Mystery Science
What is the Most

Dangerous Animal
in the World?

https://mvstervscle

nce.com/mlni-less

ons/danaerous-anl

mgl

Option A:
Each day, choose
1 gctivily on the

Special Area Chart
to complete.

When completed,
cross out that block

and have your
parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The back of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

3-LS3-1.

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for
today.



Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer all parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what

you know.

Cite evidence from the text.

Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... In paragraph 2... The text
states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means ...



The Treasure Hunt
by ReadWorks li?

Jordan loves to use clues to solve riddles. That's why she loves treasure hunts. She always dreams about

being a pirate who is searching for a big treasure chest. She climbs trees and digs holes in her backyard,

pretending that she is on a treasure hunt.

Jordan's birthday is soon. Her friends Cameron and Annie decide to create a treasure hunt as her birthday

present. They ask their parents what they can do.

"Well, first, you would need to make a map!" says Cameron's mom.

"How do we do that?" Cameron asks.

His mom pulls out a piece of paper and several crayons. "First, you need to draw the place where you will

hide the treasure," she says. "How about you draw our backyard?"

Cameron pulls out a black crayon and starts to draw. He marks the spot where the porch is, and he draws

a black circle to show where his trampoline sits. His mom pulls out a green crayon and draws the big trees

that surround their backyard. "See? There are plenty of places to hide a treasure," she tells him.

ReadWorks.org - 6 2013 ReadWorks®, (n& All rights reserved.



The Treasure Hunt

The next day, Cameron shows Annie the map. She thinks that it looks just like his backyard. "Ifs perfect!"
she says, excited.

"Now, we just need to mark the places where we will hide the clues and then the treasure," Cameron says,
looking around his backyard.

Annie walks over to the trampoline. She gets down on her hands and knees and finds a big rock. "We can
hide a clue under here!" she shouts to Cameron.

Cameron nods his head in agreement. He points to the porch and then to a big tree near the trampoline.
'We can also put clues near those spots!" he says.

His mom comes outside and sees them planning the treasure hunt. "Dont forget to draw tiie bird fountain
on the map," she says. "You can draw the fountain with a blue crayon so that Jordan will know that ifs
filled with water."

Cameron and Annie run to get the map. 'We can also add the rock by the trampoline so that Jordan can
find the clue," Annie says.

"And we should draw the tree by the porch!" Cameron adds.

They put more on the map, and when they finish, their drawing includes everything in Cameron's
backyard. They map all the shapes and kinds of land and water in the area.

After they hide all the clues (ten in total), Cameron and Annie think about the treasure. "It should be a
chest full of candy!" Annie says..

'Thaf s cool! But we could also fill a chest with pirate stuff like a compass and a pirate hat, and even a
message in a bottle!" says Cameron.

They finally decide to do both. Their parents help them find a small chest, and they fill it with pirate things
and candy. They dig a hole near a tree and bury the chest.

The next day, Jordan comes to Cameron's house for her birthday. Many of their friends come as well. After
they cut the cake, Cameron and Annie tell Jordan that they have a surprise for her. They give her the first
clue.

This Is so exciting! Thank you so much, guys!" Jordan exclaims. She sets out to find her treasure, with
the map in hand.

-ReadWorhs.ofg -@2013 ReadWoiks®, Ina-All fights resetvedr-



The Treasure Hunt - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What do Annie and Cameron do for Jordan's birthday?

A. buy her a puppy

B. throw a surprise party

0. take her to a pirate theme park

D. create a treasure hunt

2. What is the first step Annie and Cameron take to plan Jordan's treasure hunt?

A. hide the clues

B. bury the treasure

C. draw a map

D. buy the candy

3. There are lots of places to hide clues in Cameron's backyard. What evidence

supports this conclusion? -— : \

A. Cameron and Annie ask their parents for help.

B. Cameron and Annie hide ten different clues.

C. Cameron and Annie make a map of the backyard.

D. Cameron and Annie mark where the clues are hidden on the map.

4. How does Jordan feel about the scavenger hunt her friends prepare?

A happy and excited

B. bored and uninterested

C. sad and disappointed

D. nervous and doubtful

5. What is this passage mostly about?

A. pirates and treasure

B. mapping a backyard

C. planning a treasure hunt

D. birthday parties

ReadWoi1(s.oig - ® 2020 ReadWprks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



the Treasure Hunt - Comprehension Que^ons

6. Read the following sentences: "After they cut the cake, Cameron and Annie tell
Jordan that they have a surprise for her. They give her the first clue. This is so exciting!
Thank you so much, guys!' Jordan exclaims."

What does "exclaim" mean?

A breathe

B. mumble

0. whisper

D. shout

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

they bury the treasure, Annie and Cameron hide all of the clues.

A. Finally

B. Before

C. Although

D. First

8. What was the treasure at the end of the scavenger hunt?

9. What did Cameron and Annie draw and mark on the treasure map?

ReadWorfcs.oiig • ® 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



The Treasure Hunt - Comprehension Questions

10. How will Jordan use the treasure map Cameron and Annie created to find the
treasure? Use information from the passage to support your answer. ̂  A

ReadWorfcs.org ■ © 2020 ReadWorfcs®, Inc All rights reserved.



tesson Check

baseball cards and.
394 basketball cards. About how
many more baseball cards than
basketball cards does Jorge have?

® about 200 - .

^(D about 300

I)ay ̂ EST

© about 400

2. Danika is making necklaces.
She has 512 silver beads and
278 blue beads. About how
many more silver than blue
beads does Danika have?
® about 200

@ about .3nn

© about 400

3. A store manager ordered
" 402-baseball caps and 122 ski
caps. Which is the best estimate
or the total number of caps the
manager Ordered? cu«o„ o)

®30b

® 500

.  © 600. .

® 700

4. Autumn collected 129 seashells at
the beach. What is 129 rounded to
the nearest ten? (us«n,^

i

® 100 I
® 120 i

© 130 . !
@200 j

5. Find the sum. (Lesson 1.7)

5S5

+ 346

®239 .

® 821

© 900

@931

,  ,, ,. ,,

P18

^.22- $55, $38, and$25 babysitting. How rnuch did she
make in all babysitting? o^„nis,

® $102

®$115

©$140

@ $165



Roimding Mat!

Rounding
Sometimes you will just need the general value of a number. To get It, you will
round. Rounding Is not the exact number, but It Is close.

Ttiere are some basic rules for rounding.

■f If the number Is 5 or above, round up to the next tens place. For
example, 26 Is rounded to 30.

•f If the number is less than 5, round down to the last tens. For example,
13 is rounded to 10.

■f If the number is more than 100, round up to the nearest hundreds place
for numbers bigger than 50. For example, 162 Is rounded to 200.

■f if the number is more than 100, round down to the last hundreds place
for numbers less than 50. For example, 123 Is rounded to 100.

Now It Is your turn. For each number given, circle the correct rounded number.

1.48 40 or 50? 9.'559 -4 500 Of 600?

2. 62 60 or 70? 10. 232 200 or 300?

3. 93 90 or 100? 11. 875 800 or 900?

15 10 or 20? 12. 845 800 or 900?

5. 67 60 or 70? 13. 341 300 or 400?

6. 11 10 or 20? 14.633 600 or 700?

7. 19 10 or 20? 15. 196 100 or 200?

8. 408 400 or 500? 16.255 250 or 260?



Write a how-to piece about

make a
PB& J.
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ReadWbrks' Extreme Animalsl

Extreme Animals! Xt'it'ACC D'A'j (j!
Fastest

Some animals can do things extremely well. A cheetah runs fast. It is the fastest land animal.
It can run up to 70 miles per hour. That is as fast as the speed of a train! Keep reading to
learn about some extreme features of other animals.

Department of Transport. South Africa

A cheetah can run up to 70 miles per hour.

Extremely interesting Aniinals

Loudest

The lion Is one of the loudest animals. Its roar kicks up dust, and the ground shakes beneath
the lion's feet. At times, that roar can be heard up to 5 miles away.

World Almanac for Kids

A lion is the loudest animal.

Stickiest

The gecko is one of the stickiest reptiles. Tiny hairs on its feet help the gecko stick to all kinds
of surfaces. It can even walk upside down on a ceiling!

Copyright ©2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly ReaderCorp^rSiom



ReadWbrkS* Ext^^eAnlmals!

Largest

The ostrich is the largest bird. At 8 feet tall, it is larger than a human! An ostrich's eggs weigh
about 3 pounds each and are the largest of all eggs. Ostriches cannot fly, but they can run up

to 40 miles per hour.

Strangest

The male proboscis monkey is one of the strangest animals

in the rain forest. His nose might look odd, but to a female

proboscis monkey, which has a tiny nose, a large nose is

handsome.

Photos.com

Insects Can Be Extreme Too!

The ant is the strongest insect. The leaf-cutter ant can lift
_  ... .. ... . <»r«rk CO •J'/O'oH*
usuicnes a/e tne wonas biyyesi unaci. u ici c»i w ui t iij> n.

The grasshoppercan jump a distance of 10 to 20 times the

length of Its body. That means that If a grasshopper Is 2 inches long, it can jump as far as 20
to 40 inches from its starting point.

The water strider is the only creature that can walk on still or running water. It's light weight

and the shape of its long stick-like legs keep it from sinking.

ReadWorks.org

Copyright © 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. All rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered Uademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



ReadWocks' Extreme Animals! - Explicit Information Questions

Name: Date:

1. A cheetah can run up to

A. 40 miles per hour.

B. 50 miles per hour.

C. 70 miles per hour.

D. 100 miles per hour.

2. The animal with the loudest roar is the

A elephant.

B. lion.

C. gecko.

D. tiger.

3. The gecko Is known as the

A. silliest reptile.

B. saddest reptile.

C. smelliest reptile.

D. stickiest reptile.

4. It is an opinion that

A. the nose of the proboscis monkey is strange looking.

B. ants are strong.

C. an ostrich is taller than a human.

D. a water strider can walk on water.

5. What do ail of the animals in the article have in common?

ReadWorks.org ■ © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Grade NTI Assignment

Name:

Questions or concerns please contact your honieroprn {teacher be^een the fpllpwing. hours:
8:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m. and 12:06 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Meghan Meghan.McSpadden@fayette.kysch 859-813-2858'

McSpadden ools.us

Laura Beth Laurabeth.Saunier@fqyette.kyschools 502-822-6062

Saunier •US

DAY 7

★ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science
or Social Studies and AHPLs.

★ You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
★ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
★ 30 minutes AHPLs

★ Circle the option you select each day

★ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been
completed

★ Online users will only retum this signed cover page
★ Packet workers need to retum completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Science AHPL

Option A:
Read Cold Feet

and answer

questions #1-10
3.RI.3.1

3.RL3.3

3.R13.4
W.3.1.B

Option A:
Complete Test Prep
questions #1-6 AND
Find Sums questions

a-x

3.MD.8

3.NBT.2

Option A:
Complete personal
narrative on lined

paper.
W.3.2

W.3.3

Ootion A:

Read the article

Who Loves the

Sun? Answer

questions

3-LS3-2

Option A:
Each day, choose 1

activity on the Special
Area Chart to

complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have

your parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the back

Option B:

Imagine Leaming

Ootion B:

NTI Moth

Successmaker

Option B:

No Option

Option B:
Mystery Science

Can Animals Get a

Sunburn?
3'LS3-2

of the Special Area
Chart for further

instructions. The back

of the chart also has

interesting websites to
visit.

today.

Parent Guardian Signature



Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer all parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what

you know.

Cite evidence from the text.

Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... in paragraph 2... The text
states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means ...



ReadWMcs' Cold Feet

Cold Feet
by ReadWorks

When someone says they have "cold feet," it means they are afraid to do something they're

supposed to do. That wasn't Louis' problem. Louis actually had cold feet. They felt like icicles.

Icicles on top of ice cubes. Inside of ice water.

It was ve/y cold in his bedroom.

"I wonder if this is what Antarctica is like," Louis said. "I'm glad I'm not a penguin."

Louis lay in his cowboy pajamas, curled into as tight a ball as he could. He was supposed to

go to sleep, but to go to sleep meant he had to stretch out his legs. And even though he was

supposed to do that, he was afraid. So maybe he had both kinds of cold feet, after all.

That afternoon, It had snowed for the first time all year. Louis and his friends spent the whole

day outside. They built snowmen. They sledded down the hill behind the school. They had

snowball fights with Louis' neighbor. All day long, they had so much fun that Louis didn't

notice how cold his feet were.

After a while, in fact, he didn't notice his feet at all. They were totally numb!

When he got home. Louis kicked the snow off his boots, unziooed them, and vanked them off
ReadWorte.org • © 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



HeadBteks'
his feet. He peeled off his socks, and was shocked by what he saw. His feet were as white as
the snow outside! He poked his left foot. He poked hisi right foot. He didn't feel them at all.

"Uh...Momr' he said.

Louis' mom told him to run a hot bath. He stuck his feet in the steaming water and gradually,

feeling retumed. The feeling that returned was hot.

'Too hot!" said Louis, and yanked his feet out of the tub. He dried them as well as he could,
but he must not have done such a good job. By the time he clinribed into bed, his feet were
still a little damp. It was cold in his room- very cold-and cold air, plus wet feet, can only
mean one thing.

His feet had frozen again.

"Brrrrl" said Louis. "Brrrrfrrrrrl"

He thought if he "brrrr-ed" loud enough, his mother would hear him. If she knew how cold his
feet were, she would bring warm socks. She would bring extra blankets. She would bring hot
water bottles. Louis trembled at the thought of how wonderful a hot water bottle would be.

He "brrrr-ed" as loud as he could, but Mom didn't hear.

Louis looked across his room at the closet. There were no hot water bottles in there, but there

were socks. There were blankets. If he could get to his closet, he could save himself. But he

couldn't get out of bed. He wasn't sure his feet were any good to walk on anymore. And the
hardwood floor, shiny in the moonlight, looked as cold as the inside of a freezer. It was too
cold to sleep, and too cold to walk across the floor.

"This is a pickle," said Louis. "Brrrr," he added, just to himself.

A shiver hit him. A bad one, that went down his spine like lightning across the night sky. He
straightened his legs all the way, sending his feet right down to the coldest part of the bed,
and then curled back up into his ball.

"Yikes!"

It was cold down there. Cold like the deepest, darkest part of a cave. Cold like the bottom of
the ocean. Cold like outer space. And he was going to have to stick his feet down there.
There was no question of getting up and getting a blanket. Socks were not coming to help.
Louis was not getting out from under his blanket, and that meant he'd have to warm the
bottom of the bed up himself.
ReadWorks.org @2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Cold Feet

He kicked his legs out. He kicked them around, running In place. He tried to rub the cold

sheets as much as possible to make them warm. This, he had learned In science class. Is

called friction. Friction makes heat, and he needed as much heat as he could get.

He ran In place until his legs were tired, and then he stopped. He paused. Would his feet
freeze again?

It was cold down there. Not as cold as It was before-not very cold-but still chilly. He felt the
warmth fade. About to panic, he looked around for something to help. Beside the bed, just
within arm's reach, were the clothes he had been wearing that afternoon. He grabbed his
pants, shirt, long underwear and big winter coat. He piled them on top of his feet. They locked
In the heat, and he knew his feet would eventually get cozy under there.

Now, Louis could sleep. He was feeling warmer already.

ReadWorkS-oig - ® 2013 ReadWorks®, Inc. Ad rights reserved.



BCTffWtofef Questions

Name: Date: ^ —

1. What is wrong with Louis?

A. He is scared.

B. His hands are cold.

C. He misses his mom.

D. His feet are cold.

2. How does Louis first try to solve the problem of cold feet?

A. He says, "Brrrr!" and hopes Mom will hear.

B. He puts his feet in a hot bath.

C. He rubbed the cold sheets with his feet.

D. He piles clothes on top of his feet.

3. Putting his feet in a hot bath helps Louis warm up his feet. Which details from the
story support this conclusion?

A. "Louis' mom told him to run a hot bath."

B. "By the time he climbed into bed, his feet were still a little damp."

C. "He stuck his feet in the steaming water and gradually, feeling returned."

D. "He poked his left foot. He poked his right foot. He didn't feel them at all."

4. How could Louis have prevented cold feet in bed?

A. He could have dried his feet better.

B. He could have worn snow boots outside.

C. He could have stretched out his legs.

D. He could have curled up in a ball.

5. What is this story mostly about?

A. how Louis gets cold feet from playing outside

B. why saying "Brrrrr!" doesn't solve anything

C. how Louis solves the problem of cold feet

D. why taking a bath is the best way to warm up

ReadWorks-org • © 2020 ReadWbrks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Cold Feet - Comprehension Questa'ons

6. Read the following sentences: "It was cold down there. Not as cold as it was before-

not very cold-but still chilly. He felt the warmth fade. About to panic, he looked around

for something to help. Beside the bed, just within arm's reach, were the clothes he had

been wearing that afternoon. He grabbed his pants, shirt, long underwear and big winter
coat."

What does 'liade" mean as used in this sentence?

A. become noticeable

B. become stronger

C. quickly come back

D. slowly go away

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Louis played outside in the snow all day. , his feet are numb and frozen.

A. As a result

B. On the other hand

0. Before

D. Particularly

8. What does Louis think will happen when he says, "Brrrr!" loudly? AC ̂

ReaclWorks.org ■ ® 2020 ReadWorks®, Ino. Ail rights reserved.



jmmmr _1 • Cold Feet - Comprehension QuestionsBraffiMiaiKS —

9. Explain why Louis does not get out of bed to get socks and blankets from his closet.

10. Explain how Louis finally solves the problem of his cold feet, and whether this was
the best solution.

ReadWorks.oig • © 2020 ReadWorks®. Ina All rights reserved.



Lessol! Check (CC3NBT.) -
1. Arthur read two books last week.
One book has 216 pages. The
other book has 327 pages.
Altogether, how many pages
are in the two books?

® 533

hdj/ 1 EST
REP

2. One skeleton in a museum has
189 bones. Another skeleton has
232 bones. How many bones in all
are in the two skeletons? .

•(C) 411

Spiral Review co.mo,8; cc3.oa.s, tcsjBr.2)
3. Culver has 1 quarter;. .3 dimes, and 4 Felrri>» Mac

a penny. How much money does ' anri Quarters, 25 dimes,
fie have? ey aoes and 36 pennies How many coins
_  ■ ■ ■ does Fe icia hay®'

® . 75

€) 56^
® 86^

5. Jonas wrote. 9 + 8 = 17. Which
number sentence shows the
Commutative Properly of Addition?
(Lesson l.lj

@9+0=9

CD 8 + 9 = 17

©17-9 = 8

® 17 - 8 = 9

■  ® 85 .

© 95

® 105

'^1 Kennedy School there are
3/ girls and 36 boys in the third
grade. How many students are in
the third grade at Kennedy School?
(Lesson 1.4)

® 63

©73

©81

© 91

'14



Math
Addition

Find the Susnsi
Find the sums.

a. 29

+ 48

9- 14

+ 75

m. 74

+ 68

®' 97
+ 50

37

+ 95

h. 20
+ 52

"• 38
+ 15

t
45

+ 29

,

10

+36

i. 41
+ 52

25

+ 49

lu ~
34

+ 17

56

+ 26

1  ' 1

■

J. 27

+ 30

P' 39
+ 27

.  . 1

V.
74

+ 19

40

+ 33

Jk-R. g2

+ 73

TO

+ 64

w. 27

+ 28

f
■  86

+ 56
67

+ 70

86

+ 16

55

+ 54

Teacher Created Materials, Inc.



Write a personal narrative about

doing a chore
or task.

Write a personal narrative about

the iFirst time vou

v«i ii^ %i p<ia(i ^wiiMi iivii i viifw vih^wM

rite a personal narrative about

a time vou
learned a lesson.
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Readl^rks' Who Loves the Sun? Iguanas!

Who Loves the Sun? Iguanas!
by ReadWorks

When it Is sunny out, the temperature Is usually warmer. This Is because sunlight Is warm.
When there Is a lot of sunlight, we feel warmer. But we are not the only animal that notices
when It Is sunny out.

There Is an island in the ocean where a special animal lives. This animal is called an iguana.
Iguanas are a kind of lizard. Like a lot of animals. Iguanas need sunlight to live. If they don't
get enough sunlight, they get too cold. When they get too cold, they can become unhealthy,
just like a person can develop health problems from being too cold. So, an Iguana has to
always watch for when the sun comes out.

Iguanas usually live in caves. These are good places to hide from bigger animals. But
because caves do not get a lot of sunlight, they are not very warm. So, If an iguana starts to
feel cold, It crawls out of its cave and tries to find a place with a lot of sunlight. It will sit in the
sunlight for a long time. This makes the iguana's body warmer and helps It stay healthy.

Where Is an Iguana's favorite place to sit? Iguanas like to sit on rocks. This is because the
rocks are often warm. The rocks are warm because they have been sitting in the sunlight.
ReadWorics.org • © 2013 ReadWorics®. Inc. All rights reserved.



ReadUVbdcs' Who Loves the Sun? Iguanas!

Just like the Iguana, if a rock sits out in the sunlight, then the rock will get warmer too.

Sunlight can make many things warm. Ail over the worid, wherever the sun is shining places
are being warmed by sunlight. Any surface that gets sunlight is made warmer. During'the
summer, when it gets hot, people go Inside their houses because they want to get less
sunlight. The iguana does that too, and it will go back into a cave when it gets too hot.

You can test this with an experiment. If you go outside, try standing in a place where you are
in the sunlight. Stay for a couple minutes. After that, walk Into a place where there is less
sunlight, like in the shade under a tree. Then, ask yourself: "in which place did i feel hotter?"
You will probably feel hotter in the sunlight. This is because sunlight is warm. When people or
things are in the sunlight, they become wanner too.

ReadWorks.oig • © 2013 ReadWcrks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



Who Loves the Sun? Iguanasl - Compreh^nsioh Que^ohs

Name; Date:

1. What is an iguana?

A. an island in the ocean

B. a kind of lizard

C. a rock that gets warm in sunlight

D. a cave where animals live

2. What does this passage compare to iguanas?

A. This passage compares caves to iguanas.

B. This passage compares humans to iguanas.

C. This passage compares sunlight to iguanas.

D. This passage compares experiments to iguanas.

3. Iguanas need suniighlto live.

What evidence from the passage-3uppo!fe.this sfertement? , ^ .

A. When It gets hot duri^ng ,the sumnm, people go. Inside their houses to escape Ihjs
sunlight.

B. If a rock Is sitting out In the sunlight^ the temperature of the rock will rise.

C. Iguanas live in caves because caves are good places to hide from bigger animals.

D. Sitting in sunlight makes the body of an iguana warmer and helps it stay healthy.

4. Based on the information in this passage, what happens to something when it is

placed in sunlight?

A It gets warmer.

B. It gets colder.

C. It gets larger.

D. It gets smaller.

ReadWor1(s.org - ® 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. Ml rights reseived.



Nj'ivjviC! r\ddi^i iiiioi II

Name:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the fpllpwing hours:

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER
Meghan Meghan.McSpaddeh@fayette.kysch 859-813-2858

McSpadden ools.us

Laura Beth Laurabeth.Saunier@fayette.kyschools 502-822-:6062
Saunier .us

DAYS

★ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science
orSocial Studies and AHPLSi 7 "

★ You must haye a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
★ 20 minutes Reading, Math, Writing, Science/Social Studies
★ 30 minutes AHPLs

★ Circle the option you select each day
★ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been

completed
★ Online users will only retum this signed cover page
★ Packet workers need to return completed work with the signed cover page

Reading Moth Writing Science AHPL

Oofion A:

How Zebras Got

Their Stripes and
How Bear Lost His
Taii and answer

questions.
3RL3.1

3.RI3.3

3RL3J

W.3.1B

OotlonA:

What's the

Difference?

Test Prepquestio'ns
NBT.1

.NBT.2

Option A:
Pick one personal
narrative prompt to

write.
W.3.2

W3.3

OotlonA:

Read Germs Go to

School and answer

questions
3-LS1-1

Option A:
Each day, choose
1 octivily on the

Special Area Chart
to complete.

When completed,
cross.out that block
and hove your

parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.

The back of the

chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Option B:

Imagine teaming

ODffonB:

Nil Math

. Successmaker

Option B:

No Option

Ootion B:

Mystery Scjence
How do germs get
Inside your body?
httDs://mvstervscl6

nce.com/school-Gl

osure-olonnlno
3-LS1-1

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work for

today.



Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer all parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what
you know.

Cite evidence from the text.

Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... In paragraph 2... The text
states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means ..



Name .

Read the passage- Use the y|sualize strategy to
understand what,you are reading.

Read I n
3you

Pa•y

11

22

36

49

61

63

73

87

99

111

114

125

138

151

165

176

187

197

210

223

235

How 2lobras Got Thoir Sbripos
This story happened a long time ago in Africa. One day>

Baboon^ who was very fierce, decided to leave the jungle tree
where he lived. He wanted to live next to the river. He was so

inean fhat he told all the other animals that the land belonged to
him. Baboon stated he was the only one allowed to drink from
the river.

The animals were upset They were sad because they needed
water to survive. But all of them Were afraid of Baboon. He had a
big head with thick eyebrows and long teeth. He showed his teeth
eveiy chance he got to scare the other animals. They didn't know
whatto dd:

Zebfa was yoiing and brave. He was fearless and handsome in
his pure white coat. In the old days, zebras had all white coats. .
Zebra said to the other animals, ""I am not afraid of Baboon. I

will tell him we are going to drink from the river." The next day>
Zejbra met with Baboon, but Baboon refused to talk to Zebra.
So Zebra challenged Baboon to a fight. Baboon laughed. It had
been a long time since he had lost a fight.
They agreed that the loser of the fight would have to leave the

jimgle and river. He would have to live on the barren hill. The
empty hill was not a place anyone wanted to live. They would
meet the next morning in Baboon's yard next to the river.

Practice - Grade 3 - Unit 3 - Week 1 103



Name

The neixt day, Zebra caihi^ to BabobiVs^ard. Babbon had
built a bonfire. Zebra's white coat glowbd in the sun. It looked
like Zebra was lit from inside his body. All the animals came
to watch the fight. They knew that it would be difficult to beat
Baboon^-^- ''.;^ — - ■'-

Baboon and Zebra

were both strong and
used ail of their skills.
They knew what they
were good at. Zebra
used his powerful
legs to run at Baboon.
But Baboon was very
swift. He used his

quickness to jump out

of Zebra's way. Before
Zebra could stop, he

was suddenly close to
the bonfhe. lie was so

close that the heat from the fire began to burn him.

Zebra turned aa:bund and kicked Baboon over the river and
onto the empty hill. He wasn't injured, but his pride was hurt. He
knew he had lost. The animals could drink from the river.
Zebra won, but he was left with marks. The fire had burned

long black stripes on his white coat. From that day on, all zebras
had black stripes arid were proud of them. They were a s5mbQl
that Zebra had fought and won to keep water free for all animals.

104 Practice • Grade 3 • Unit 3 • Week 1



Name

A.

1. Whal ls the 'pnablem in this story?

2. What solutldh itoes Zebta come up with?

3. What are the resuits of this soiution?

B. Work with a partner. Read the pasi»ge aioud. Pay attention to

expression. Stop after one minute. Fill put the chart.

Words Read -

Number of

Errors
=

Words Correct

Score

First Read . - •=

Second Read -

Practice • Grade 3 • Unit 3 • Week 1 105



Name

How Bear iQst Mis tclil
Long ago. Bear h^d a long, shiny taiil. He was prottd of his tail and

bragged, "No other tail in the forest can compare with mine!"
Fox got tired oi Bear's bragging. One winter day. Fox went to a

frozen lake and sat by a hole in the ice. When he heard Bear coming.
Fox said loudly to himself, "My tail just isn't shiny enough to catch
that juicy fish, tmder the ice." Then he hid behind a tree.
"My shiny tail could catch thatifish!" Bew though^.licking Ids lips,

He dipped his tail into the icy water. While waiting. Bear fell asleep.
Fox watched Bear sleep. Then Fox crept up behind him and shouted

as loud as he could, "Wake up. Bear! The fish is biting your tail!" Bear
woke with such a start that his frozen tail snapped clean off,

Answer the questions about the text.

1. How do you know this text is a fbiktaie?

2. What probiem does Fox face?

3. How does Fox soive his probiem?

4. What do you think the lesson of this text is?
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NftKvie'.
Subtraction

What's the Difference?

Find the differences. y\| V "

Math

57

-47

9- 72

-12

m. 71

-59

79

-54

b. 75
r>r\

tLO

nr'"
53

-17

h.
88

24

n. 30

18

t. 95

-48

® ■ 84

-19

P- 42
-38

u
/ /

49

26

S

J- 92

14

86

63

V. 44

-16

®* 62
-56

k. 65

36

96

45

W. 36
-24

*■ 63
-33

42
30

61
15

*• 73
-30

Tonrhtfr Crp.ated Materials. Inc. 275 Practice and Leant—Third Grade
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Day B
(CC3.NBI.2)

1. There are 167 students in the
third grade. The same number of
students is in the fourth grade. How
many third graders and fourth
graders are there in'all?

@224

EEB

2. Jamal read a book with 128 pages.
Then he read a book with
179 pages. How many pages
did Jamal read in all?

@397
(b)234

@334

@307

@207

Spiral Review (CC3.NBT.1. GC.3.NBT.2)

3. Adam travels 248 miles on Monday. 4- Wes made $14, $62, $40, and
He travels 167 miles on Tuesday.
Which Is the best esumate for
the total number of miles Adam
travels? (Lesson 1.3)

®200

(D 300 .

© 400

@500

$36 mowing lawns. How much
.. dld.hfi.njake.in..all mowing lawn

5. There are 24 students in

Mrs. Cole's class and 19 stucjents
in Mr. Carmen's class. How many
students in all. are in the two
classes? (Lesson 1.4)

@43

@40

© 33

@•5

P16

s?.
(LesMn 14)

. @$116

@$152

©$166

@$188

6. There, were 475 children at the
baseball gkne on Sunday. What is
475 rounded to the nearest ten?
(Lesson 1.2)

@400

@470

©480

@500



Write a personal narrative about

doing a chore
or task.

Write a personai narrative about

the jFirst time you
jQ S g Q

Writ© a personal narrative about
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Mame:
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Date:
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ReadWbrks' (\lftw\t'. Germs Go to School!

Germs Go to School!
ifl'WCe-

Yuck! A health and safety group recently tested

school surfaces for germs and found millions!

Drinking fountains had the most germs. A cafeteria

tray had more germs than a toilet seat! The testers

also found germs lurking on desks and computer

keyboards.

Kids miss 22 million days of school each year

because of colds caught from germs. That number

would be much lower if kids would just wash their

hands, say health experts.

Photos.com

Health experts say drinking fountains would have

fewer germs if they were cieaned more often.

Not all germs are harmful, but some can make kids sick. "When you share things in a

classroom, you increase the chance that you might get sick," the health and safety group's

spokesperson, Jerry Bowman, told Weekly Reader. "Since we are right in the middle of cold

and flu season, we have to be extra careful to wash our hands and cover up [our] coughs."

Health experts say drinking fountains would have fewer germs if they were cieaned more

often.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2005 Weekly Reader Corporation. Ail rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



ReadWioEks' Germs Go to School! > Voice Questions

Name: Date:

1. In this passage, the author sounds

A. concerned about germs in schools.

B. happy to drink from school water fountains.

C. fearful that he will get sick.

D. like he is blaming schools for his cold.

2. The author seems to with Jerry Bowman about the amount of germs

in schools.

A. disagree

B. None of the above.

C. argue

D. agree

3. In the passage, the author compares the amount of germs on a cafeteria tray to a

A. student's desk.

B. playground.

C. toilet seat.

D. drinking fountain.

4. The following is caused by not washing hands:

A. the spreading of germs.

B. more children getting sick.

C. germs being found on the water fountain.

D. all of the above.

ReadWorks.org - © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



urade NTl Assignment

Name:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom 1
8:00 am-11:00 a.m. and 12:00 F

teacher between the following hours:
km;-3:00 p.m.

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Meghan
McSpadden

Meghan.McSpadden@fayette.kysch
ools.us

859-813-2858

Laura Beth

Saunier
Laurabeth.Sauhier@fayette.kyschools

.us

502-822-6062

DAY?

★ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing,
Science or Social Studies and AHPLs.

★ You must have a total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
* 20 minutes Reading, Mdth, Writing, Science/Social Studies
★ 30 minutes AHPLs

★  Circle the option you select each day
★  Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been
completed

★  Online users will only retum this signed cover page
★  Packet workers need to retum completed work with the signed cover
page '

Reading Moth Writing Science AHPL

Option A:

Read "Playing With
Your Health" and

answer questions #
1-10

3.RI.3.1

3.RI3^

3.RI3.4

3Ri3^

W.3.1.B

Option A;
Complete "test
prep" questions
#1-6 and HOW

ODD
3. NBT.1

3.NBT^

Option A:
Complete fictional
narrative on lined

writing paper.
W.3.2

W3.3

Option A:

Read the article ffu

Frenzy and answer
questions.
3-LS3-2

Option B:

Imagine Learning

Option B:

NTl Math

Successmaker

Option B:

No Option

Option B:
Mystery Science
How Does Hand

Sanitizer kill germ?

hftbs:/7mystervsc]e

Option A:
Each day, choose 1

octivily on the
Special Area Chart
to complete. When
completed, cross out
that block and have

your parent sign it.
For P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for further

instructions. The

back of the chart

also has interesting
websites to visit.

nce.com/mini-lesso

ns/aerms-sanitizer

3-LS3-2

Please sign on the line below when your child has completed the work
today.

or



Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer ail parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what
you know.

Cite evidence from the text.
Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... In paragraph 2... The text
- states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means



Playing With Your Health

Reading Daw ̂
Playing With Your Health

Are Video games bad for you?

Many young people like to play games. VVhlle playing games, some pretend to fight aliens or
evil creatures. Some pretend to be pro athtetes.

For years, young people played outdoors with their friends. They used their imagination. Their
streets became faraway planets. Their backyards became big-league stadiums.

Today, though, many young people have a different way of playing. They don't play the old-
fashioned way. Many play video games instead. Their games take place on their TV, phone,
and computer screens.

Video game fans say that their hobby is just good fun. Some people, though, say it is more

than that. They say that video games can be bad for people's health.

What do you think? Are video games bad for people's health? Or are they really harmless?
Read the arguments below. Then decide for yourself.

Yes! Video Games Are Bad for People's Health

People weren't made to sit on couches or in front of computers all the time. People were
made to be active. Video games are bad for people's health.

To be healthy, young people need to stay active. They need to get outside. They need
exercise. People who play video games spend too much time staring at a television or

computer screen. They don't spend enough time being active.

Playing video games is also bad for the mind. Time spent playing video games would be
better spent reading. Reading helps make people smarter. It helpsi develop the mind. It helps
strengthen the imagination. Besides, reading is also fun.

Making friends also makes people happier and healthier. If young people play video games by
themselves, they lose the chance to be with friends. Real life is more fun than playing video
games.

-  . RsadWorte-ofg.
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Playing With Your Heal^

Nbl Video Games Are Not Bad for People's Health

Too much of anything-even video games-can be bad. But as long as people.don't overdo it,

there is nothing harmful about video games. Playing video games can even be good for

people.

People do need to be active. But they also need to rest. There is nothing wrong with playing

some video games while relaxing. People should play video games to help them unwind.

Not all video games are bad for people's minds. Playing a video game can be like solving a

puzzle. Many video games can help make minds stronger. They require the player to focus on

the game.

Finally, many video games can be played by two or more people at once, Friends can have

fun while playing video games together.

No one should spend all of his or her time just playing video games. But spending some time

playing video games is not bad for you.

Copyright & 2009 Weekly Reader (^irpdrafidrTAII ri^fe i^rved. Used by permlssIcn.Weekly Reader Is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation



Playing With Your Health - Comprehension Questions

Name: ^ Date:

1. According to the passage, how do video games prevent young people from being

active? . . • - ■ ■ ■ ■ • . , '

A by letting them pretend

B. by keeping them indoors in front of a screen

C. by creating another fun hobby for them to enjoy

D. by taking up time that should be spent reading

2. How does the author organize the evidence for and against playing video games?

A. The author organizes all the evidence for and against pjayjng video games in groups
under appropriate headings.

B. The author lists the evidence in order of importance, with no regard for whether the
evidence is for or against playing video games.

C. The author describes the evidence in chronological order, with historic evidence
described first and current evidence described last.

D. The author alternates, or switches back and forth, between the evidence for and
against playing video games throughout the passage.

3. A person who believes that video games are bad for people's health may also agree

that

A. making friends is easier if you play video games

B. making friends is harder if you are inside all day

C. many people make friends with the imaginary characters in video games \ ^
D. most people actually do not even need friends to stay happy

4. The author suggests that young people use their imaginations when they |

A. play outdoors by themselves

B. read and play outdoors

C. play video games in which they pretend to be somebody else

D. play too many video games

ReadWorks.oig ■ © 2020 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



Playing With Your Health - Comprehension Questions

5. Read the sentences:

'There is nothing wrong with playing some video games while relaxing. People should
play video games to help them unwind."

In this sentence the word unwind most nearly means

A. untangle

B. enjoy

C. entertain

D. relax

6. What is this passage mostly about?

A. the new popularity of video games

B. the drawbacks of video games

C. the positive and negative effects of video games

D. how video games can improve your health

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Young people used to play outside with their friends for fun, —now they like to
play video games inside.

A. but

B. also

0. finally

D. so

8. How does ttje text suggest that both reading and video games can improve the
mind?

ReadWbrks.org • © 2020 ReadWoiks®, tna All rights reserved.



Playing With Your Health - Comprehension Questions

9. Summarize the three main points of the argument 'Yes! Video Games Are Bad for

People's Health."

10. The section "No! Video Games Are Not Bad for People's Health" does not

recommend that young people play video games all the time. What is recommended

instead?

f Ate

ReadWorks.org -©2020 ReadWorks®. Inc. All rights reserved.



Lesson Check
l)ay ̂

(CC3.NBT.2)

1. One day, a baker niade 54 fruit
pies. At the end of the day, only
9 of the pies were NOT sold. How
many pies were sold that day?

■@-43-

2. George's father bought a 50-pound
bag of wild bird seed. At the end
of two weeks, 36 pounds of s^d
were left in the bag. How many
pounds of seed had been used?

14 pouncs (C) ib pounds

-SpWOf-RovloW-KcsamnrccsMBia) ^
3. For a party, Shaun bl^ up 36 red

balloons, 28 white balloons, and
24 blue balloons. How many
balloons did he blow up in all?
(L^on 1.5)

@78.
® 81
,®87' . ■
@88

5> The flower shop had 568 flowers'
on Monday. By Tu^day, the shop
had 159 flowers left About how
many flowers had been sold?
(Lesson 1.8)

® about 20.0
d) about 300
©about 400
® about 500

4, Tiffany has read 115 pages of her
book. She has 152 pages left to
read. !:|ow many pages are in the

. bOOk?V(tft55bn 1.5) . .

® 37
d)267 ■ • ■ .
© 277
@367

6. There are 383 books In one section
of the school library Of the books,.
165 are fiction books. Which is the
best estimate of th'e number of
books in lhat section that are NOT
fiction? (lesson 1-8)
® about 200
(D about 300
© about 400
@ about 500 S

s

I

>20



Math

Hem Odd!
Odd and Even Numbers

Odd numbers are all whole numbers that cannot be divided ennaliv i
whole numbers. Color the odd numbers ^ ̂ in half as

1

8 13 10 12 15

7

14

9

16

6

17

11

18

19 20 21 23 22 ' 25

56

68

84 88



mmm

Write a fictional narrative about

K a bov buying a
L new toy.

M-v-

ll

Write a fictional narrative about

animals working
on a 'f arn^fl""' ■

Write a fictional narrative about

two superheroes^
in a busy city.

• 1 4 •

Write a fictional narrative about

I a girl learning
I a new language.
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ReadSK»ks' Flu Frenzy

Flu Frenzy In^ce

What is a three-letter word for trouble? Flu! That is short for Influenza (In-floo-EN-zah). The flu Is caused

by a virus that can be passed easily from person to person. People who catch the virus often have fevers,

sore muscles, and coughs.

Doctors say the best way to keep from getting the virus is to get a flu shot. However, in 2004 there weren't

enough flu shots for everyone. Health experts found that one company's flu shots weren't safe. That

company was supposed to supply the United States with half of the 100 million doses needed.

Davis Turner/Getty Images

This year [2004], there were not enough flu shots for everyone. The people at highest risk received a flu shot first.

Hang in there! The flu strikes the United States for only part of the year. Flu season usually runs from

November to March.

Germs! Ick!

Despite the short supply of flu shots, there are ways to stay flu-free. To keep the virus away, practice

healthful habits.

Wash your hands often with soap and water.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth. Germs can easily enter your body there.

Don't share your drinks or eating utensils.

Get plenty of sleep.

ReadWorks.org
Copyright © 2007 Weekly Reader Corporation. Ail rights reserved. Used by permission.Weekly Reader is a registered trademark of Weekly Reader Corporation.



Flu Frenzy - Figurative Language Questions

Name: ^ Date:

1. When the author writes that flu Is a "three-letter word for trouble," what does the

author probably mean?

A. Your parents might punish you for getting the flu.

B. You could be suspended from school for having the flu.

C. The flu is something that causes problems.

D. "Flu" is a bad word.

2. Read these sentences from the text:

"Hang in there! The flu strikes the United States for only part of the year. Flu season

usually runs from November to March."

Based on these sentences, what does the phrase "hang in there" probably mean?

A. Don't lose hope and give up!

B. Hang up a picture!

C. Just do what everybody else is doing!

D. Help other people out!

3. Read these sentences from the text:

"Hang in there! The flu strikes the Unjted States for only part of the year. Flu season

usually runs from November to March."

Based on these sentences, what does the phrase "the flu strikes the United States"

probably mean?

A. The flu plans an attack against the United States.

B. People in the United States get the flu.

C. The flu aims for the United States but misses.

D. People in the United States do not notice the flu.

ReadWorfc8.otg ■ © 2020 ReadWbrfcs®, Ina All rights reserved.



ReaM^' Flu Frenzy - Figurative Language Questions

4. How many shots was the company that made unsafe flu shots supposed to give out?

A. 100 million shots.

B. 50 million shots.

C. 50 shots.

D. 1 million shots.

5. Based on the information in the article, what is influenza?

ReadWor1(S.ors ■ e 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Cirade NT! Assignment

Name:

Questions or concerns please contact your homeroom teacher between the following hours:

TEACHER EMAIL PHONE NUMBER

Meghan Meghah.McSpadden@fayette.kysch 859-813-2858

McSpadden ools.us

Laura Beth Laurabeth.Saunier@fayette.kyschools 502-822-6062

Saunier .us

DAY 10

★ Choose one assignment (Option A or B) for Reading, Math, Writing, Science
or Social Studies and AHPLs.

★ You must have d total of 90 minutes daily consisting of
★ 20 minutes Reading, Moth, Writing, Science/Social Studies
★ 30 minutes AHPLs

★ Circle the option you select each day
★ Parent signature required at the bottom once all the work has been

completed
★ Online users will only return this signed cover page
★ Packet workers need to return corripleted work with the signed cover page

Reading Math Writing Science AHPL

Option A:
Read Important

People and answer
questions #1-10

3.RI.3.1

3.RI3.2

3.RI 3.4

3.Rll8
W.3.1.B

Option A:
Complete review
questions fractions
and Test Prep
questions 1-6

3.NBT.1

3.NBT.2

Option A:
Complete fictional
narrative on the

lined writing paper.
W.3.2

W.3.3

OotionA:

Read article

Weather the Water

Cycle
3-ESS2-1

Option A:
Each day, choose
1 activity on the

Special Area Chart
to complete.

When completed,
cross out that block
and have your

parent sign it. For
P.E., refer to the

back of the Special
Area Chart for

further instructions.
The back of the
chart also has

interesting websites
to visit.

Option B:
Imagine Learning

Option B:

Nil Moth

Successmoker
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Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer ail parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what

you know.

Cite evidence from the text.

Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... In paragraph 2... The text
states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means ...



ReadWbiks' Important People

Important People
by Michael Stahl

The janitor Is the person who helps keep the school clean. Every morning students come from

all over and walk into the school building. A building can get dirty, especially when a lot of

people go into it The janitor sweeps and mops the floors so that the dirt brought in gets

cleaned up.

The teacher is the person who runs the classroom. The teacher helps you learn about

different topics and gives you assignments. If you don't understand something, you can ask

the teacher for help.

The principal is the person who is in charge of the whole school. The principal is the leader of

the school. The principal is in charge of all the teachers at the school. The principal is the

person whom parents call when they want to talk to someone about the school. The principal
ReadWorks.org - ® 2013 ReadWorkstS), Inc. All rights reserved.



RdriMSaifai' Important People
usually sets high expectations for the students and makes sure that learning is happening in
the school.

American schools are in a city or town. The city or town has a leader, too. The leader is
usually called the mayor. The mayor is in charge of running the govemment of the city or
town. The mayor works with the people in the city or town and the other people in the
government to fix the problems of the city or town. The mayor has a lot of responsibility.

An American city or town is located within a state. Just like a city or town has a leader, a state
has a leader, too. The leader of a state is called the governor. An American state is a part of

the United States. There are 50 states, and each one has a governor. The person who is the

leader of the United States of America is called the president. There have been over forty

presidents throughout the course of America's history. The first president of the United States
of America was George Washington. Who is the current president?

ReadWorks.org • ® 2013 Roadworks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Important People - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. Who are some of the people described in the passage?

A. lawyers, doctors, and bankers

B. singers, actors, and dancers

C. janitors, teachers, and principals

2. What does the passage list?

A. This passage lists some of the different jobs people have.

B. This passage lists the mayors of America's five largest cities.

C. This passage lists all the Presidents of the United States.

3. A janitor helps keep a school clean. A teacher helps students learn at school. A

principal is in charge of all the teachers at a school.

What can be concluded froni this information?

A. Principals often work with janitors but do not often work with teachers.

B. Many janitors want to become teachers, and many teachers want to become
principals.

C. People can work in the same place and do different things.

4. Which job mentioned in the article is not a job that involves leadership?

A. janitor

B. principal

C. mayor

5. What is this passage mainly about?

A. the responsibilities of janitors and governors

B. different people and their jobs

C. how a janitor keeps a school clean

ReadWorks.org ■ © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Important People - Comprehension Questions

6. Read the following sentences: "The city or town has a leader, too. The leader is
usually called the mayor. The mayor is in charge of running the govemment of the city
of town."

What does the word "leader" mean above?

A. someone who helps children leam

B. someone who has power over other people

C. someone who does not get along with other people

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

The principal makes sure learning is happening in the school, , the principal is
in charge of the teachers.

A. but

B. before

0. so

8. What is the leader of a city or town called?

9. What are some of a mayor's responsibilities?

ReadWor1<s.org ■ © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



ReaANtefcs' Important People - Comprehension Questions

10. The title of this passage is "Important People." Are the people described in it

important? Explain why or why not, using evidence from the passage.

ReadWorks.org - ® 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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NUMBER & OPERATIONS - FRACTIONS • #1
■H.

I. Divide this shape into halves. 2. Divide this shape into fourths.
Shade 2- Shade q.

3. Divide this shape into sixths.
Shade i.

•+. Divide this shape into eighths.
Shade i.

■I'jk r -mw>m

If 4 cupcakes are shared equally between 2 people, how
many cupcakes would each person get? Write your j
answer as a fraclion and as a whole number. ^
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Lesson Check (co-nbui

1. On Saturday, 453 people go to a
school play. Oh Sunday, 294 people
go to the play. How many more
people go to the play on Saturday?
® 159

2. Corey has 510 marble. He fills one
jar with 165 marbles: How many of
Core/s marbles are NOT in the jar?

® 675

® 74-7

Spiral l^eVSeW (ccajtaxi, ccsjiBra)

3. PatUe brought 64 peppers to sell
at the farmers'market There were

12 peppers left at the end of the
day. How many peppers did Pattle

■ sell? {U£2cn1.9)

® 5b .
®52

©62 ' .
©78

5. What is the unknown number?
(LesMH

(S + 4) + 59 = 70

® 4

®6

©7

©8

© 345

4. An airplane files 617 miles lh.the
morning. Then it flies 385 miles in
the afternoon. About how many
more miles does the airplane fly in *
the morning? (tessooi«

® about 100 miles

® about 200 miles

© about 300 miles

@ about 900 miles

6. Dexter has 128 shells. He needs
283 more shells for his art project
How many shells will Dexter use
for his art project? (usson i.®

® 155

® 165

©401

• ©411

s.

s.

P22
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Write a fictional narrative about

a boy buying a
new toy.

Write a fictional narrative about

animals working
OR CS

Write a fictional narrative about

two super heroes
in a busy city.

Write a fictional narrative about

a girl learning
a new language
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KeadWorks' Science Oav lO Weather - The Water Cycle

Weather - The Water Cycle
by ReadWorks

CondensatiQii — la —,

Evapoi-ation PrecipitatioH

mere does the water that causes rain come from? Actually, the water was there all alcng. All
of fne water in the whole world has always been here. Think of all of the oceans and lakes on
the globe. This is where the tiny water particles In the air come from. But how does thi«=
happen?

The Earth's water cycle begins with a change In temperature. When the sun heats the Earth,
a little water from oceans, lakes, and rivers evaporates. It turns into an invisible gas or vapor
Water molecules rise into the air. Eventually, clouds form and the water drops back to Earth
as ram. The rain flows into rivers or streams back to the ocean or lakes again. Do you see the
arrows in the picture? These arrows show the path of wafer from the ocean, to the sky, and
then back to the earth, i his Is the water cycle.

Condensation also plays a big role in the creation of rain. The air far up in the sky can be very
cold. When the warm air that contains invisible water droplets rises from earth and meets cold
air, the droplets become visible. This process is called condensation. Clouds are formed as
the air high up becomes colder and heavier. When the water drops grow too heavy to be held
by the air, they fall out of the clouds as precipitation, or rain. The rain runs into the Earth's
oceans, rivers, and lakes. Then, the cycle starts all over again!

ReadWorks.org • © 2012 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights resen/ed.



ReadWOlkS* weather - The Water Cycle - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What do all of the arrows In the picture represent?

A. Lakes

B. The movement of water

C. Evaporation

D. Condensation

2. In the water cycle, lake water will do which of the following first?

A. Turn into water vapor in the air

B. Condense

C. Turn into rain

D. Tum into a cloud

3. Water vapor in the air will do which of the following last?

A. Flow Into oc-eans, rivers, and lakes as rainvwater -

B. Tum into a cloud

C. Turn into rain

D. Disappear

4. What force causes the water cycle to start?

A. Evaporation

B. Condensation

C. Precipitation

D. Temperature change

5. The passage is mostly about

A. The differences between condensation and precipitation

B. How the sun causes rain

C. How water goes through different phases on earth

D. How rain moves in a circle

ReadWorks.org ©2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Name

The center 6^ the plarte was made of two bikes set next id each;
other. It looked a little like a car. It had a small motor that sat
between the two bikes. The back was shaped like a bird's t^.
The wings were nrade of canvas and steel pipes. What made this
plane different was tfiatttie wii^s lajald be folded down just
like a bird's v^ings. This was so it cpuld be put ip a small she^ or
b^n. T^s w;ay/ ,eyeiyon^ could keep a. plaiie ■ at a hpuse qr pri a
farm., , -

Victor started a company that would make this new pl^e. He ,
asked the Navy to use his new plpne. He y^ote the Navy a letto.
tell&g ̂ em vdiy he thqught his plane would be just th^ ,
needed. He worked very hard to rnake his plane work. He worke^
on it for over twenty years. No
one knows if it ever flew.

Oth« New Ideas

Victor Ochoa's plane irijE^de of two
bikes.

Victor did not let this problem

keep him from, making other
things. Making new things from
new ideas was the blood in his
veins. He niade a new pen that

held its own ink. Another thing he came up with was a motor
that worked both forward and Hckward.

Never Give Up

Victor was a spinning top. He was always making new things.
He wanted to help other people with his ideas. Not all of his
ideas worked. No one who tries something new is successful
every time, though. The important part is to keep trying. Victor
Ochoa was someone who never stopped trying.
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Name

Read! the, passage U;^ thp ask and fuis^r que^ons sfrategy to
be sijre you unfterstand what youread.

11

24

35

48

60

72

78

80

93

105

116

129

132

143

156

168

Vieifcor OehjQiQ^
Have you ever made somediihg that no one else had made

before? It is hot ̂  ea^ thing to do. Pedple who make sohiething
new. are cahed inventors. They look aroimd and see what can
be mhdd better and then they do it! Victor OcKda Was one of
those people. He ithade 'mahy things. One of them was a flying
machine. Victor looked at birds to get his ideas. He wanted to
learn everything aboiit hoW birds flew.

MaiQTvlobs

yictpr was born in Mexico in 1850 and grew up in Texas. He
livedw^ tJnLe"^ States. He loved to work with writers.
He^^bte to]rie^spaj>ers. He even started two new papers. Ife
worked hard andke^^ave up, no mister hoW h^ jbb was.

A'NewPlaiie

Victor's mind was a motor that never turned off. He was

always thinking of new ways to miake life fcetter. In 1908, he was
thinking about the way that birds fly. He thought that he could
make a plane that flew like a bird. So he set to work.

1ouv c !
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Restate the question

Change the question into a statement
and make it part of your answer.

Answer the question

Answer all parts of the questions. Make
inferences based on the text and what

you know.

Cite evidence from the text.

Give evidence that supports your
inferences. This should come directly
from the text.

The author says ... In paragraph 2... The text
states...

Explain and Extend your answer.
Give evidence from the text to support
your answer and add your thoughts.

For example... This shows... I believe ... This means ...
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Readf/Vblks* weather - Rain - Comprehension Questions

Name: Date:

1. What is the process by which water vapor in the air changes into liquid water?

A. liquidation

B. perspiration

C. condensation

D. precipitation

2. Why does the author describe the condensation of water droplets on the outside of a
cold glass?

A. to explain how rain is different from snow

B. to show how water evaporates into the air

C. to give an example of how water Is unpTedietable

D. to compare it to condensation of water in the sky

3. If water did not condense into clouds in the sky, which of the following statements

would betrue? _

A. It would not rain or snow.

B. There would be no sunshine.

C. It would rain all the time.

D. There would be snow but not rain.

4. Read the following sentences:

'There is always water vapor in the sky. After water vapor turns into liquid water, cloud
droplets might form. This happens when the liquid water sticks to specks of dust, ice
crystals, or even other liquid water droplets. Many cloud droplets form a cloud."

Based on these sentences, what does the word "form" most nearly mean?

A. to speed up

B. to create

C. to shape or structure

D. to destroy

~~ ReadWoite.oig • © 2020 ReadWorks®, Ina All rights reserved.



ReadWbrks* OflVl The Whys of Weather - Rain

The Whys of Weather - Rain
by ReadWorks

'  .
.  * . j

The sky gets cloudy. Clouds get darker and darker. The sun disappears, and soon drops of water start falling from the
sky. But have you ever wondered why? What makes the rain fall?

First, you have to understand condensation. On a hot day, have you ever had a glass of a cold drink and noticed the
outside of the glass getting wet? How does this happen? There Is water in the air that you cannot see. It's In the form
of a gas called water vapor. The cool drink cools the air around the glass. This causes the water vapor around the
glass to tum Into liquid water on the glass. Little water droplets form and make the outside of the glass wet. This is an
example of condensation. Condensation is the process by which water vapor in the air changes into liquid water.

There Is always water vapor in the sky. After water vapor turns Into liquid water, cloud droplets might form. This
happens when the liquid water sticks to specks of dust, ice crystals, or even other liquid water droplets. Many cloud
droplets form a cloud.

In the cloud, millions of cloud droplets make a raindrop. When raindrops become too heavy to stay up In the cloud,
they fall to the ground as rain. Rain is a form of precipitation Other forms of precipitation include snow and hail.

ReadWori5s.org • © 2012 ReadWorte®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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How do YOU feel about
being kind to

others?

USi-L.1

t

Whv Is It important
to give to others

in need?

Hi
What is Your favorite toY

to plOY with at
Your house?

Should television
time be limited

for kids?


